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Abstract
The adoption of speech processing systems is increasing and as
such, more specific use cases are becoming apparent, one being
the use of whispered speech. Since there is still a lack of applied
whispered speech recognition research, the current project has
focused on distinguishing whispered from normal speech such
that this classification can be used in everyday situations.
Existing studies mainly focus on specific features related to
energy, time, and frequency. To easily classify whispered and
normal speech based on these findings, this project used
spectrograms in which most of these features are embedded.
For the classification, SVM, kNN and Decision Tree
classifiers were trained and tested. The data for the
classification contained samples whose amplitude was
normalised and samples where this wasn’t the case. It was
found that the SVM classifier outperformed the kNN and the
Decision Tree classifier. Since speed is a relevant aspect in reallife applications, future work could look into other features or
classifiers to be used for classification, while keeping in mind
the data storage that is required. After that, studies should also
be conducted in real-life situations to establish ecological
validity of the classification of whispered versus normal speech.
Index Terms: speech classification, whispered speech,
whisper, SVM, kNN, Decision Tree, speech processing.

1. Introduction
Within the realm of speech technology, a lot of different
speaking styles have been investigated over time. Examples
include the study of the effects of emotion [1], accents [2], or
noisy environments [3] on (understanding) speech. This project
focuses on the difference between a normal speaking style and
one where whispered speech is being used.
The distinction between normal speech and whispered
speech in itself can be of significant use already as the use of
whispered speech often indicates that the speech data is
sensitive, or at least not appropriate for everyone in the
environment to be heard. Even if the understanding of the
whispered speech is not perfect (yet), users can value a speech
application more if it listens to their needs by lowering the
volume when giving possible replies or even giving these in a
textual format as it might contain sensitive data.
However, at this moment, mostly empirical studies exist
that look into the differences between normal and whispered
speech but the application of this knowledge in the real world
seems to be limited. Little studies could be found that report on
automatically recognizing whispered speech in real-life
situations. Therefore, it has been investigated in this project
how well a classifier can distinguish whispered speech from

normal speech, where the end goal would be to use this
classifier in an everyday application.
An example of an application where whispered speech
recognition is beneficial, is transcription. According to [4],
automatic speech recognition (ASR) shows better performance
if it is trained on a specific speech type. A classifier that
recognises whispered speech could help the ASR to decide for
the proper algorithm. A practical use-scenario for this would be
the transcription of police calls, where the victim has to whisper
so their culprit doesn’t hear them such as in domestic violence
or robbery situations. Another example would be a situation in
which you need to share private information with a voice
assistant, such as health records or credit card information
which you do not want to share with everyone around you if
you are in a public space. Then it would be good if the voice
assistant whispers back to the user.
It is for these situations that whispered speech recognition
can be used to improve people’s lives. Therefore, the goal of
this project was to find out where we stand with regard to the
possibilities of differentiating normal speech from whispered
speech. To this end, the following research question was
investigated: “How and to what extent can a classifier
distinguish whisper from regular speech?”

2. Related work
Different studies have been conducted on the topic of whispered
speech versus normal speech as well as on the possible
classification of these speaking styles. In 2002, a study was
done on the classification of normal speech, whispered speech
and softly spoken speech [5]. The study showed that normally
phonated and whispered speech show differences in formant
characteristics, i.e. an increase in formant frequency F1 for
whispered speech as well as a smaller amplitude for this first
formant F1. Moreover, it was noted by the authors that
whispered speech has less energy (also related to amplitude) at
the lower frequencies. These are all indications for features that
can be used to distinguish whispered speech from normal
speech.
A study by Zhang and Hansen provides an even more
extensive classification of speaking modes, namely whispered,
soft, neutral, loud, and shouted speech [6]. They investigated
different features that could help to classify speech in these
categories, including duration and silence percentage, frame
energy distribution, and spectral tilt. Here, whispered speech is
defined as the lowest vocal mode of speech with limited vocal
fold vibration. It was found that sentence duration increases in
all four speech modes relative to the neutral mode, which was
mostly caused by silence duration increases for whispered
speech (as opposed to increases in word duration). Next to this,
the amount of low energy frames, i.e. silence and fricative

frames, is much more in whispered speech than in the other
speech modes. Lastly, the decrease in spectral slope that was
found for whispered speech implies that the energy in high
frequencies increases when speech intensity decreases. Overall,
the study showed that out of all different speech modes,
whispered speech has the most discriminative characteristics.
This can be seen as a positive reinforcement to try and classify
the speech mode of whisper specifically.
More recently, Grozdic and Jovicic [4] noted that the
performance of neutral-trained ASR systems significantly
degrades when whisper is applied, while there are actually
many circumstances in which whispered speech should be
recognizable. They demonstrate that the use of deep denoising
autoencoder (DDAE) and Teager Energy Cepstral Coefficients
(TECC) can increase whispered speech recognition. Moreover,
they noticed that there is a lack of corpora suitable for
whispered speech recognition, so it was decided to create our
own corpus for this project. Also, in the paper by Grozdic and
Jovicic, it is shown how spectrograms differ between normal
and whispered speech, especially for vowels, which makes it a
potential factor to use in the classification process.
Another study by Fan, Godin, and Hansen analyzed not just
the features that discriminate whispered speech from normal
speech, but also the dependency of differences between normal
and whispered speech on speakers and phonemes [7]. Fan,
Godin, and Hansen define whispered speech as the absence of
periodic vocal fold vibration in the production of phonemes that
otherwise include such vibration. Since individual differences
in producing (whispered) speech can cause great variations in
speech recogniser performance, this is an interesting study to
take into account. Not only a working classification is required
but also a classification that still works when different speakers
are detected, such that a robust system is created. Fan, Godin,
and Hansen found that for vowels, the difference between
whispered and normal speech was found to be consistent across
speakers, especially above 4000 Hz. This led us to the decision
of recording speakers with different accents and different
genders as well.
As the studies discussed above show, there are, among
others, enough features related to frequency, energy, and time
that can help to classify whispered from regular speech.
Therefore, spectrograms have been used in this project to try
and classify these different speaking styles, as they include the
mentioned features of frequency, energy, and time.

3. Method
For the recording process, seven participants, three male and
four female, were invited. The recording process took place in
a closed room in the library of the University of Twente. After
the participants had received an explanation of the study, read
the information brochure and signed the consent form, they
were set up with a microphone. A lavalier microphone, part of
a Sennheiser wireless system, was used to ensure proper
recording, also of the softer whispered speech. Moreover, a
Focusrite Scarlett 18i8 (second generation) audio interface was
used during the recording process.
The participants were instructed to read two sets of 50
sentences, chosen from a set of sentences which is a
recommended practice for speech quality measurements in [8].
Before each set, participants were requested to read out five
practice sentences. These were used to make the participants
feel more comfortable as well as to test whether everything was
recorded properly. For the first set of 50 sentences, participants

were asked to read them out in a normal voice (with a small
pause between the sentences). For the second set of 50
sentences, the participants were asked to read them out in a
whispered voice. Here, the practice sentences were also used to
check whether participants would actually whisper or just lower
their voice (but still producing voiced sounds).
Recorded sentences were stored in separate .wav files,
which resulted in a data set of 700 sentences in total. The data
was downsampled to 16.000 samples per second, to decrease
the amount of data. Using Zenodo’s Librosa [9], a Python
package for music and audio analysis, a spectrogram was
extracted for each data point. The spectrogram as a feature was
used instead of the commonly used MFCCs, because
whispering influences the source and not the filter. Not the
articulators are different in whispering, but the vocal fold
vibrations differ. As MFCCs model the filter, they are not the
best feature to extract for this project. The spectrogram, in
return, contains information about the source and is thus the
better feature to use to classify between normal and whispered
speech. Since the lengths of the wav. files varied, the
spectrogram data were filled with zeros until they all had the
same length. The processed spectrogram data and their
respective label were stored in SciPy’s [10] Pandas [11]
dataframe with the rows representing the data points and the
columns representing the spectrogram data. The data was then
split into a training and a test set with a 80-20 ratio, respectively.
For the classification, initially two classifiers were trained,
Scikit-learn’s [12] k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Support
Vector Machine (SVM). kNN looks at a data point and
calculates the k-nearest neighbors. It then assigns a label to the
new data point based on the label that is most common among
its neighbors. The default settings of kNN were used: k is 5 and
the weights were uniform. SVM constructs a hyperplane in a
multidimensional space that separates the classes. It does this
by iteratively looping over the data to find the best separation
of the classes. Also here, default settings were used.
The classifiers were trained on random 80% of the dataset
and subsequently tested on the remaining 20%. After training
and analysing the classifiers, it was decided to normalize the
amplitude of the data, to ensure that classification is not purely
based on the amplitude of the recordings. In a real-world use
case, the distance between the speaker and the microphone is
not going to be the same, and as such the amplitude of the
incoming signals would not be constant. This could
hypothetically mean that whispered speech close to the
microphone could yield similar amplitudes to normal speech
further away.
After normalisation, the kNN and SVM classifier were
retrained on the normalized data points. In addition, it was
decided to also train and test a Scikit-learn Decision Tree (see
Appendix 1). This was done to be able to compare the
performance of different classifiers. Moreover, the Decision
Tree can be used to estimate which features were of importance
in classification of the normalized set.

4. Results
Using the Scikit-learn classification report function, the
performance of the trained classifiers was assessed. This
yielded the following results:

Table 1: Results from the classification
kNN
raw

kNN
norm

SVM
raw

SVM
norm

Decision
Tree
norm

Precision
(whisper)

0.96

0.69

1.00

0.98

0.90

Precision
(normal)

0.99

0.96

1.00

0.99

0.95

Recall
(whisper)

0.99

0.97

1.00

0.98

0.93

Recall
(normal)

0.96

0.66

1.00

0.99

0.92

F1-score
(whisper)

0.97

0.80

1.00

0.98

0.92

F1-score
(normal)

0.97

0.78

1.00

0.99

0.94

accuracy

0.97

0.79

1.00

0.99

0.93

SciPy’s classification report gives back the precision, recall, F1
score and accuracy. Since the recognition of either class is just
as important, we strive for an optimal balance between
precision and recall. Thus, the evaluation of the performance of
the classifiers is assessed using F1 and accuracy.
When looking at the results of the classification of the raw
data, it can quickly be seen that the performance of the kNN and
the SVM classifiers was very high. SVM had a perfect score,
with 100% accuracy and an F1 score of 1.00 for both classes.
kNN performed slightly worse with an F1 of 0.97 for both
classes and an overall accuracy of 97%. After normalisation,
the performance of the classifiers decreased. For the kNN
classifier, the accuracy went down by nearly 20% to 79%. Also,
the F1 dropped to 0.78 and 0.8 for normal and whispered speech
respectively. This indicates a sharp decrease in performance for
the kNN classifier. When it comes to the SVM, performance
also decreased, but not as drastically as with the kNN. The
accuracy went down slightly to 99% and the F1 for normal and
whispered speech were 0.99 and 0.98, respectively. The
performance is thus still very high. Scikit-learn’s Decision Tree
has a high performance as well. With an accuracy of 93% and
an F1 score of 0.94 and 0.92 for normal and whispered speech
respectively, the Decision Tree performs nearly as well as the
SVM. Overall, the SVM outperforms the kNN and the Decision
Tree.

5. Discussion
All in all, the classifiers performed well in recognizing normal
and whispered speech with accuracies mostly over 90% and

high F1 scores. It can be seen that performance is higher when
the amplitude is not normalized, especially in the case of the
kNN classifier. For unnormalised data, the kNN classifier
performed nearly perfectly, but for normalised data
performance dropped drastically with the accuracy going down
to 79% and the F1 scores dropping to roughly 0.8 for each class.
We believe that the imbalance of F1 between the normalised
and raw kNN classifier can be attributed to the nature of the
classification method. kNN attributes a label to a data point
based on the most common class among its neighbours. When
normalising the data, the data points come closer together,
leading to the classifier being unable to make as precise
predictions. The imbalance in performance of the kNN could
also be interpreted as an indication of mislabeled data. When
one side of the discrimination vastly outperforms another one it
can be an indication of mislabeled data. However, as the other
methods use the same dataset and are much more balanced this
notion can be rejected.
In general, SVM outperforms kNN and Decision Tree. The
SVM on raw data has an accuracy of 100% and an F1 score of
1.00 per class. This could be an indication of the classification
task being too easy for the classifier or that there is something
wrong with the model: the dataset might be insufficiently large
to warrant similar results in context. In an attempt to reduce
those concerns the effort was made to improve generalisation
by normalising the audio data before use in the classifiers. After
normalisation, the performance of SVM was still very high with
an accuracy of 99% and an F1 score of 0.99 and 0.98 for normal
and whispered speech respectively. This shows that it is slightly
more difficult for SVM to recognise normalised whispered
from normal speech.
The Decision Tree classifier performed nearly as well as the
SVM classifier on the normalised data and a lot better than the
kNN. This shows that the Decision Tree is able to classify
normal and whispered speech in an effective manner. Overall,
SVM performs best at the classification task. Even though
significant results were expected (F1 around 0.7), results were
significantly better than initially anticipated.
Since SVM performs so well at classifying whispered
speech, it might be a good choice for real-life applications. For
a transcription application, the SVM could be very reliable in
recognising whispered speech and thus activating the right,
specialised ASR. This can increase transcription quality. For
voice assistants, reliable whispered speech recognition can lead
to more desirable behaviour.
While the results are promising, their representativeness for
real-life applications can still be questioned. The recordings
took place in a quiet lab using a lavalier microphone. This
ensured good data quality, but is not representative for real-life
situations, as there might be background noises or the user is
not so close to the microphone. Thus, the classifier would then
have to deal with a lot of noise or bad data quality, making the
classification task harder.
Also the sampling rate was still rather high, with 16.000
samples per second. This led to a potentially unnecessary
amount of data, which less powerful processors such as mobile
phones might not be able to store and process. In order for this
classifier to be efficient in terms of space and time, the sampling
rate might need to be lower. Another factor that leads to a rather
large amount of data is the use of the spectrogram as a feature.
The spectrogram represents the amplitude, the frequency and
the time domain of the waveform, leading to a lot of data. Other
features, such as MFCCs, might lead to a smaller amount of
data. This would require less storage and could speed up

computation. At the moment, the computation time is rather
high, which is insufficient for real time applications.
Transcription applications or voice assistants require classifiers
with little computation time as they need to act fast. At the
current state, the classifier cannot fulfil these requirements yet.
In addition, the data structure can be questioned. For the
classification, all the data was stored in one dataframe with 700
rows and roughly 113.000 columns. This is a big data frame and
it might be easier to get an overview of the data if each data
point had its own dataframe. This would enable us to see which
data the classifier uses for classification more easily.

6. Conclusion
This research focused on the question: “How and to what extent
can a classifier distinguish whisper from regular speech?” To
answer this question, a group of seven people of mixed gender
was recorded, with three male and four female speakers. The
participants were asked to read 100 sentences out loud of which
50 were to be spoken normally and 50 were to be whispered.
Using a lavalier microphone, the recordings were of high data
quality. These recordings were sampled down to a sampling
rate of 16.000 Hz to decrease the data amount. For the
classification, a spectrogram per sentence was extracted. These
data points were classified using kNN and SVM classifiers. The
performance of the classifiers was very high with SVM
outperforming kNN. As amplitudes can vary greatly in real-life
applications due to the speaker being closer or further away
from the microphone, the amplitude of the data samples was
subsequently normalized. kNN and SVM were trained and
tested again. On top of that, a Decision Tree classifier was used
to gain insight into the features used for classification. Also on
a normalized data set, SVM outperforms kNN and Decision
Tree.
Future work could look into using other features for the
classification, while keeping in mind the storage space the data
requires. There are probably features that require less storage
space and still deliver satisfactory results. Less data also leads
to faster computations. In addition, it might be good to look into
different normalisation methods besides amplitude
normalisation as that might have an effect on the performance
of the classifier. Moreover, future work could look into using
other classifiers. Some classifiers like neural networks require
a lot of data, others can deal well with little data. Future research
could try to find the best classifier for a certain amount of data
input. Additionally, future work could try classification using
more realistic data with background noises and differing
proximity to the microphone. Lastly, classification could be
tested in real-life situations with users to see whether the
application can deal with this challenge. This would also expose
the classifiers to speakers which were not present in the training
set.
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